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This page contains information and examples
for connecting to a Cloud SQL instance from a service running in App Engine.

Cloud SQL is a fully-managed database service that makes it easy to set up, maintain, manage, and administer your
relational PostgreSQL and MySQL databases in the cloud.

App Engine is a fully managed, serverless platform for developing and hosting web applications at scale. You can
choose from several popular languages, libraries, and frameworks to develop your apps, then let App Engine take care
of provisioning servers and scaling your app instances based on demand.

1. Create a Cloud SQL for PostgreSQL instance (/sql/docs/postgres/create-instance).

Note: These instructions require your Cloud SQL instance to have a public IP address. If you want to use a private IP address, see

Con�guring Serverless VPC Access (/vpc/docs/con�gure-serverless-vpc-access) and connect directly using the private IP.

2. Find the INSTANCE_CONNECTION_NAME for the instance on the Instance details page. It uses the format
PROJECT_ID:REGION:INSTANCE_ID, and is used to identify the Cloud SQL instance you are connecting to.

3. Enable the Cloud SQL Admin API, if you haven't already done so:

Enable the API (https://console.cloud.google.com/�ows/enableapi?apiid=sqladmin&redirect=https://console.cloud.google.com)
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App Engine uses a service account to authorize your connections to Cloud SQL. This service account must have the
correct IAM permissions to successfully connect. Unless otherwise con�gured, the default service account is in the
format service-PROJECT_NUMBER@gae-api-prod.google.com.iam.gserviceaccount.com.

When connecting resources in two different projects, make sure that both projects have enabled the correct IAM roles
and have given the service account the correct permissions.

Ensure that the service account for your service has one of the following IAM roles
 (/iam/docs/understanding-roles#cloud-sql-roles):

Cloud SQL Client (preferred)

Cloud SQL Editor

Cloud SQL Admin

Or, you can manually assign the following IAM permissions
 (https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/access-control/using-iam-permissions):

cloudsql.instances.connect

cloudsql.instances.get

For detailed instructions on adding IAM roles to a service account, see Granting Roles to Service Accounts
 (/iam/docs/granting-roles-to-service-accounts).
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Once correctly con�gured, you can connect your service to your Cloud SQL instance's unix domain socket using the
format: /cloudsql/INSTANCE_CONNECTION_NAME.

These connections are automatically encrypted without any additional con�guration.

The PostgreSQL standard requires a .s.PGSQL.5432 su�x in the socket path. Some libraries apply this su�x automatically, but others

e you to specify the socket path as follows: /cloudsql/INSTANCE_CONNECTION_NAME/.s.PGSQL.5432.

ng: Linux based operating systems have a maximum socket path length of 107 characters. If the total length of the path exceeds this len

ll not be able to connect with a socket from App Engine.

App Engine �exible environment also supports connecting through TCP. If you have con�gured an instance with a TCP
port, con�gure your application to connect to 172.17.0.1:PORT instead.
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You can use the Cloud SQL proxy (/sql/docs/postgres/sql-proxy) when testing your application locally. See the quickstart
for using the proxy for local testing (/sql/docs/mysql/quickstart-proxy-test) for detailed instructions.

Connections to underlying databases may be dropped, either by the database server itself, or by the underlying
infrastructure. To mitigate this, we recommend that you use a client library that supports connection pools and
automatic reconnection.

https://cloud.google.com/sql/docs/postgres/sql-proxy
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For more detailed examples on how to use connection pools, see Managing database connections
 (/sql/docs/postgres/manage-connections).

Cloud SQL imposes a maximum limit on concurrent connections, and these limits may vary depending on the
database engine chosen (see Cloud SQL Quotas and Limits (/sql/docs/quotas#�xed-limits)).

App Engine has the ability to automatically create more instances as load increases, which may cause you to exceed
these limits. To avoid this issue, limit the maximum number of App Engine instances. For more information, see
Scaling elements (/appengine/docs/standard/python/con�g/appref#scaling_elements).

Each App Engine instance running in a standard environment cannot have more than 100 concurrent connections to
an instance. For PHP 5.5 apps, the limit is 60 concurrent connections.

App Engine applications are subject to request time limits depending on usage and environment. For more information,
see how instances are managed in App Engine standard
 (/appengine/docs/standard/python/how-instances-are-managed#timeout) and �exible
 (/appengine/docs/�exible/python/how-instances-are-managed) environments.

App Engine applications are also subject to additional App Engine quotas and limits as discussed on the App Engine
Quotas (/appengine/docs/quotas) page.
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